Communion
Session 02
The Pathway of relationship leads to deeper intimacy with God
• Flowing from inside out - heaven to our gateways of spirit, soul, body to the world
around us
• We can access the legal or judicial court system of the heavenly realms to open our
gates and keep them flowing
Psa 139:23 Search me, O God, and know my heart; Try me and know my anxious
thoughts; 24 and see if there be any hurtful way in me, and lead me in the everlasting
way.
•We can be proactive to engage every thing that is blocking our gates or is negatively
affecting our identity
Transformation, transfiguration or metamorphosis can take place at many
levels
 Spiritual and dimensional
 Soul - emotions mind memory
 Physical body and our DNA both genetically and epigenetically
Rom 8:16 The Spirit Himself testifies with our spirit that we are children of God, 17
and if children, heirs also, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, if indeed we
suffer with Him so that we may also be glorified with Him. 18 For I consider that the
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory that is to
be revealed to us.
Rom 8:19 For the anxious longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of
the sons of God. 20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but
because of Him who subjected it, in hope 21 that the creation itself also will be set
free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the children of God.
We are connected to the created order generationally, genetically, vibrationally and
frequentionally
•We need to be set from the negative records encoded within us
•Genetically we can trace our heritage to Adam and Eve and the sin of the garden
pathway of good and evil
We are connected to creations groan and its low frequency
•We need to reconnect with who we were before in the “What Was” of eternity
•To be set from corruption and brought into the liberty and glory of our true eternal
identity as sons of God
Applying the Body & Blood of Jesus
•I eat your flesh and drink your blood so that I will not die but live forever
•I engage in the DNA of God I embrace the transforming power of the body & blood
of Jesus
•I engage the record containing the light, sound and frequency of God’s image for
transfiguration
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I embrace the record of the dimensions of the kingdom released in my body by the
DNA of God
•I engage that DNA record and apply it to my bones for health and wholeness to
remove all negative epigenetic hereditary switches
•I speak to my marrow and command it to be a new source of blood that will
transform the DNA of my cells so that I can be transfigured and live forever
I embrace the record of the dimensions of the kingdom released in my body by the
DNA of God
•Those dimensions are aspects and places of the rule of God
•Matt 28:18 And Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying, “All authority has been
given to Me in heaven and on earth.
Matt 12:28 But if I cast out demons by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God has
come upon you.
•Matt 10:7 And as you go, preach, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is at hand.’ 8 Heal
the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons. Freely you received,
freely give
•Rule of God in our life is a manifestation of peace and wholeness
The dimensions of the kingdom are physical and demonstrated in the works of Jesus
earthly ministry in us and through us in the power of salvation
•Sozo to save, keep safe and sound, to rescue or deliver from danger or destruction
to make well, heal, restore to health and wholeness
The dimensions of the kingdom are also spiritual and heavenly and are demonstrated
in the governmental positions of authority there
•The greater works of Jesus as the Son of God
•1 Tim 6:15 He who is the blessed and only Sovereign, the King of kings and Lord of
lords,
Zech 3:7 “Thus says the Lord of hosts, ‘If you will walk in My ways and if you will
perform My service, then you will also govern My house and also have charge of My
courts, and I will grant you free access among these who are standing here.
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I engage that DNA record and apply it to my bones for health and wholeness to
remove all negative epigenetic hereditary switches
•Heb 4:12 For the word of God is living and active and sharper than any two-edged
sword, and piercing as far as the division of soul and spirit, of both bones and
marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and intentions of the heart.
What is our life source?
•Gen 2:23 The man said, “This is now bone of my bones, And flesh of my flesh;
•Job 20:11 “His bones are full of his youthful vigour,
•Prov 3:8 It will be healing to your body And refreshment to your bones.
Sin caused Adam’s third DNA light strand to be separated so he lost contact with the
wavelengths or image of God that was within his spirit
•DNA is now the human blueprint, made up of nucleic acids, a system of extremely
complex molecules filled with information that orders or codes our physical existence.
DNA strand is 2.5 nanometres (billionth metre) hair is 50,000nm
•1 Cell’s DNA is 6-10 feet long
•1 cell - Letters stretch from pole to equator
•The nucleotide bases would be letters,
•The codons would be words,
•The genes would be sentences,
•DNA would be a book (the instruction book of life).
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DNA is not only responsible for the construction of our body, but also serves as data
storage and as a communication network
•Now we only have 3% of our DNA which is active to code the physical order
•97% of our DNA was seemingly thought to be inactive, but is encoded with
information and is like a language
From 26 letters in various sequences we have 43 volumes of Britannica
Encyclopaedia, with 280 million words. 10% of the information in your DNA.
•In our DNA it has been recently discovered that there are bio-photons, LIGHTENERGY-SPIRIT.
•Our blood is made up of congealed light with its frequency slowed down
Russian scientists, working in the human genome project, found that the language
and syntax of DNA could be changed, resequenced and re-encoded by frequencies,
sounds or even words
•By exposing DNA to sound frequency patterns on a laser beam they influenced the
DNA frequency and thus the genetic information itself.
Our DNA can be programmed by language, words and thoughts if the correct
frequencies are being used and applied
•We can therefore use our words and thoughts applied in the correct faith frequency
as we take communion to bring about transformation
Recent research has confirmed that this area of DNA has triggers or switches that
can be turned on and off (for example by the environment, words, or trauma), and
that what they turn on are genetic or epi-genetic abilities and weaknesses.
•New switches or triggers can be formed in our DNA not just inherited
We can be conformed to the image of God, and again become transfigured beings of
light, because our DNA has the capacity to be re-sequenced.
•The frequency of the encoded record of God’s DNA and the frequency of the words
we think and speak form a powerful arc of agreement
Epigenetics is the study, in the field of genetics, of cellular and physiological
phenotypic trait variations that are caused by external or environmental factors that
switch genes on and off and affect how cells read genes instead of being caused by
changes in the DNA sequence.
Unlike genetics based on changes to the DNA sequence (the genotype), the changes
in gene expression or cellular phenotype of epigenetics have other causes
•Environmental e.g. words, trauma chemicals, radiation etc.
•Sin, Curses, Iniquity
Professor Marcus Pembrey, a paediatric geneticist at University College London, said
that studies provided “compelling evidence” for the biological transmission of
memory.
•Memory of the words, traumas and experiences can be encoded and passed on and
therefore inherited
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•“It addresses constitutional fearfulness that is highly relevant to phobias, anxiety and
post-traumatic stress disorders, plus the controversial subject of transmission of the
‘memory’ of ancestral experience down the generations.” - Pembrey
•“It is high time public health researchers took human transgenerational responses
seriously.”
•“I suspect we will not understand the rise in neuropsychiatric disorders or obesity,
diabetes and metabolic disruptions generally without taking a multigenerational
approach.”
Epigenetics concerns the inheritance of gene expression that can affect present
behaviour and be pass on
•A chemical tag, known as an epigenetic mark, is attached to DNA that subsequently
tells a cell to use or ignore a particular gene.
The most common of these marks is known as a methyl group, an alkyl derived from
methane.
•When it binds itself to DNA, by a process called methylation, it prevents protein from
being added to the gene, and as a result, turns it off.

I speak to my marrow and command it to be a new source of blood that will transform
the DNA of my cells so that I can be transfigured and live forever
•What does the marrow represent?
•What does the blood do?
•How is my body transformed?
Ezek 37:4-5,10 Again He said to me, “Prophesy over these bones and say to them,
‘O dry bones, hear the word of the Lord.’ Thus says the Lord God to these bones,
‘Behold, I will cause breath to enter you that you may come to life…’” I prophesied as
He commanded me, and the breath came into them, and they came to life and stood
on their feet, an exceedingly great army
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The breath did not enter a physical, flesh body. The very breath of God entered into
the bones.
•In the middle of the bones is marrow, the source of life and the source of blood.
•We speak to our bones, that the breath would enter into our marrow and transform
us.
When we apply the body and blood of Jesus we speak or breathe into our bones and
marrow at the genetic level.
•We say, ‘be transformed into the image of Jesus; be genetically purified and
transformed from one degree of glory to another; be transfigured and radiate glory’.
Your body is constantly replacing old cells with new ones at the rate of millions per
second. By the time I finish reading this sentence, 50 million of your cells will have
died and been replaced by others.
•Some are lost through 'wear and tear', some just reach the end of their life, and
others deliberately self-destruct.
Red blood cells live for about four months, while white blood cells live on average
more than a year.
•Skin cells live about two or three weeks.
•Colon cells have it rough: They die off after about four days.
•While brain cells typically last an entire lifetime (neurons in the cerebral cortex, for
example, are not replaced when they die).
What is going to be the source of that replacement?
•We can apply the frequency pattern of the truth of our eternal identity recorded in the
body and blood of Jesus to our DNA so that our body can be transfigured with cells
formed from a different DNA record
Marrow within the bones is the source of blood that engages the body
•The hematopoietic component of bone marrow produces approximately 500 billion
blood cells per day, which use the bone marrow vascular system as a conduit to the
body's systemic circulation.
Bone marrow is also a key component of the lymphatic system, producing the
lymphocytes that support the body's immune system
•Bone marrow transplants change the DNA of the blood
•Bone marrow transformation can do the same through communion
Lev 17:11 For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you on the
altar to make atonement for your souls; for it is the blood by reason of the life that
makes atonement.’
Heb 9:22 .. all things are cleansed with blood, and without shedding of blood there is
no forgiveness.
•1 John 1:7 but if we walk in the Light as He Himself is in the Light… the blood of
Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin.
We take the body and blood of Jesus and eat it, applying life to our marrow (the
source of life within our bones), and speak words of life to accompany it.
•All our blood flows through the heart
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•Prov 23:7 As a man thinks in his heart so is he
The old blood is programmed by hereditary or generationally encoded information
•The new blood is programmed by the renewed mind and heart with truth for the
transformation of our bodies

Our lungs supply breath containing oxygen through pulmonary veins to the heart
•Heart pumps that oxygenated blood to our brain and body through the aerterial
system
•Venus system returns blood via the heart to the lungs to through the pulmonary
artery
This is the rhythm of life both physically and spiritually
•The breath or spirit is drawn from God and flows in the river of life to our hearts and
programmes our mind with the truth
•We breathe in from God and frame our lives from that eternal truth
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Prov 4:20 My son, give attention to my words; Incline your ear to my sayings. 21 Do
not let them depart from your sight; Keep them in the midst of your heart. 22 For they
are life to those who find them And health to all their body. 23 Watch over your heart
with all diligence, For from it flow the springs of life.
Whenever we eat, whenever we drink, we can take it as the body and blood of Jesus.
•With the words that are spirit and life, speaking to our marrow; we apply the DNA of
God to transform our DNA into the eternal image of God that is our destiny.










When we take the body and blood of Jesus by faith our conscious
engagement causes the waves of possibility (God’s thoughts about us) to
become reality
The life of God in sound, frequency, vibration and fragrance are accessible
when take communion in faith
As you take and apply the bread and juice today engage it by faith
Try engaging in a different place spiritually step onto the dance floor of your
heart or engage the table in the heavenly tabernacle
Step into the heavenly temple and let your DNA be unravelled and purified
Speak health to you bones
Reprogram your marrow to change the DNA of your blood by speaking faith
filled words
Speak to hereditary switches and triggers for any sickness or disease,
depression, addiction command them to be removed
Command any memories encoded epigentically to be purged from your DNA
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